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ABSTRACT: We have probed single-molecule redox reaction dynamics of hemin (chloride) adsorbed on Ag nanoparticle surfaces by single-molecule surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SMSERS) combined with spectroelectrochemistry. Redox reaction at the molecule/Ag interface is identified and probed by the prominent fluctuations of the Raman frequency of a specific vibrational mode, \( \nu_4 \), which is a typical marker of the redox state of the iron center in a hemin molecule. On the basis of the autocorrelation and cross-correlation analysis of the single-molecule Raman spectral trajectories and the control measurements of single-molecule spectroelectrochemistry and electrochemical STM, we suggest that the single-molecule redox reaction dynamics at the hemin–Ag interface is primarily driven by thermal fluctuations. The spontaneous fluctuation dynamics of the single-molecule redox reaction is measured under no external electric potential across the molecule–metal interfaces, which provides a novel and unique approach to characterize the interfacial electron transfer at the molecule–metal interfaces. Our demonstrated approaches are powerful for obtaining molecular coupling and dynamics involved in interfacial electron transfer processes. The new information obtained is critical for a further understanding, design, and manipulation of the charge transfer processes at the molecule–metal interface or metal–molecule–metal junctions, which are fundamental elements in single-molecule electronics, catalysis, and solar energy conversion.

INTRODUCTION

Redox reactions, i.e., reduction–oxidation reactions, widely exist and are playing important roles in chemistry, biology, technology, and industry. For a redox reaction, the key processes are the electron transfer (ET) between the reductant and oxidant and subsequently produce the reduced states or oxidized states of chemical species. Therefore, electron transfer dynamics is the core of the redox reaction dynamics. In ensemble-averaged experiments, redox reaction dynamics has been widely investigated in electrochemistry,\(^1,2\) catalysis,\(^3–7\) biosensor and bioelectronics,\(^8\) and cellular respiration.\(^9,10\) At the single-molecule level, with the developments of the molecular electronics research, most of the investigations on redox reaction dynamics focus on molecule–metal interfaces or metal–molecule–metal junctions.\(^11–23\) For single-molecule electronics, the main challenge for its commercialization is the difficulty to connect the molecular sized circuit to bulk electrodes in a molecule-level reproducible way for mass production. Therefore, it is critical to obtain a fundamental and molecule-level understanding of the molecule–metal interfaces or metal–molecule–metal junctions.

Electron transport properties of a molecule in a interstitial metal nanogap have been demonstrated to strongly depend on the electronic coupling between the molecule and electrode. Different conducting performance can be observed depending on the strength of the coupling.\(^12\) Accordingly, conductance fluctuation has been observed for a single polyaniline strand sandwiched in a metal nanogap. At the redox formal potential, the conductance fluctuates between the reduced and oxidized states recorded in a current–time trajectory. However, the probability for the molecule to stay in the oxidized state is high when the gate voltage is far greater than the formal redox potential.\(^24\) Similar fluctuations have also been observed in other metal–molecule–metal junctions and also proposed to be the origin of common 1/f noise in electronic devices.\(^13,23\) For a metal–molecule–metal junction, current-induced metal–atom motions, molecular conformation changes, and chemical bond fluctuations have been suggested to be the chemical and mechanical reasons for the fluctuations.\(^13,23\) On the other hand, the fluctuation of the conductance in a single molecule–metal junction is coincident with the fluctuation and inhomogeneity of the single-molecule dynamics.\(^25–28\)

In our previous work, single-molecule fluctuation dynamics have been investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy, photostamping, and Raman spectroscopy.\(^27,29–37\) At the single-molecule
level, the interfacial electron transfer dynamics at the molecule—TiO$_2$ nanoparticle (NP) interfaces has been demonstrated to be intermittent and inhomogeneous.$^{33-35}$ The fluctuation of the single-molecule ET dynamics has been suggested to be regulated by the molecule—semiconductor interactions, such as the driving force of free energy gap between the excited state of molecule and the conduction band of TiO$_2$ semiconductor, the vibrational relaxation energy of the adsorbed molecules and the surface vibrational modes of TiO$_2$, and the electronic coupling between the molecules and the TiO$_2$, etc. The intermittent ET dynamics, which was also observed later by other groups for various interfacial electron transfer systems, is most likely a general phenomenon for a single molecule adsorbed on a semiconductor surface since thermal fluctuations typically perturb the molecule—substrate interaction energetics at room temperature.$^{41}$ In this article, we report the fluctuation dynamics of the single-molecule redox reaction at the molecule—metal interface, which is revealed by single-molecule surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) as well as single-molecule spectroelectrochemistry. On the basis of the autocorrelation and cross-correlation function analysis of the Raman spectrum-mean trajectories, we suggest that the single-molecule redox reaction at the hemin—Ag interface is mainly spontaneous and driven by thermal fluctuations, although we cannot rule out the existence of a minor photoinduced fluctuation component. In previous reports, such as on molecular electronics, high electric fields were typically applied across the molecule—substrate interfaces, and the electric conductance fluctuation dynamics was demonstrated to be an electric current-induced effect. However, the fluctuation dynamics revealed here is a real-time picture of a single-electron self-exchange across a molecule—metal interface without a biased external electric field. Therefore, our unique experimental approaches provide critical and fundamental characterization and analyses for the single-molecule electronics, especially for the further understanding, design, and manipulation of the interfacial electron transfer dynamics at the molecule—metal interfaces or metal—molecule—metal junctions.

#### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Materials and Sample Preparation.** Hemin chloride, AgNO$_3$, sodium citrate, and poly-l-lysine are purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Silver nanoparticles are synthesized by citrate reduction of AgNO$_3$ according to the Lee–Meisel method.$^{42}$ NaCl is added to the Ag NP solution as an activation component for SERS measurements. The average size of the Ag NP is ~50 nm as identified by SEM. One typical Ag NP dimer is shown in Figure 1B inset, and a strong electromagnetic field typically exists at the interstitial site of the nanoparticle dimer under laser excitation.$^{43-45}$ For SERS measurements, hemin in aqueous solution is diluted to $1.4 \times 10^{-9}$ M or $4.8 \times 10^{-11}$ M. Poly-l-lysine is used to immobilize Ag NPs on the coverslip.

**Surface-Enhanced Raman Measurements, Spectroelectrochemistry, and Electrochemical Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM).** Single-molecule SERS and imaging are recorded by an Axiovert 135 inverted scanning confocal microscope, equipped with a 100 $\times$ 1.3 NA oil immersion objective (Zeiss FLUAR). A continuous-wave (CW) laser (532 nm, CrystaLaser) is used to pump the sample at 3 $\mu$W for SERS and 60 $\mu$W for resonance Raman measurements. A beam splitter Z532rdc (Chroma) is used to reflect the excitation light into the microscope objective. Before the scattered light focusing into a monochromator (Triax 550, Jobin Yvon), a band-pass filter HQ580/60 M is positioned before the entrance slit to further reject the Rayleigh light. The Raman spectra are collected by a LN CCD (Princeton Instruments) cooled at about $-100$ °C with a resolution of 2 cm$^{-1}$. The setup is carefully calibrated using mercury lamp and cyclohexane (mode at 801.3 cm$^{-1}$) before the Raman measurements. The electrochemistry is performed by a CHI 600C electrochemical workstation, which is equipped with a homemade cell and a three-electrode system (working electrode: ITO/glass coverslip; counter electrode: platinum wire; reference electrode: silver wire). A solution of 0.1 M NaCl is used as supporting electrolyte. Before the Raman measurements, cyclic voltammetry is first performed, and then the potential is applied at a more negative or positive value than the formal redox potential to keep the molecules at reduced state or oxidized state, respectively. As a control experiment, the electrochemical STM imaging measurement was performed at the Au(111) $-$ 0.1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ interface by using a STM high resolution scanner (Agilent 5500 SPM Microscope, Agilent Technologies).

---

**Figure 1.** Typical vibrational modes and Raman spectra of hemin. (A) Diagram illustrating four characteristic vibrational modes of the porphyrin skeletal structures of hemin (or Heme). (B and C) Typical resonance Raman spectrum and single-molecule SERS of hemin, respectively. A SEM image of a Raman-active dimer of Ag NPs is shown in the inset of C.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a high-spin five-coordinate Fe(III) compound, hemin is a model molecule to probe the redox reaction at molecule–metal interfaces by using SERS. So far, the redox reaction at the hemin–metal interface has been observed at both ensemble and single-molecule level. However, the detailed charge-transfer dynamics as well as the inherent nature of the mechanism of the redox reaction have not been revealed yet. On the basis of literature, several vibrational modes of hemin such as $\nu_\alpha$, $\nu_\beta$, $\nu_\gamma$, and $\nu_10$ are typical markers of the porphyrin core size and the iron electronic structure. A schematic description of these four vibrational modes is shown in Figure 1A. The $\nu_\alpha$ mode is the marker of iron oxidation state, and its vibrational frequency is in a range of $\sim$1368–1377 cm$^{-1}$ for the ferric (Fe(III)) state and $\sim$1344–1364 cm$^{-1}$ for the ferrous (Fe(II)) state. For the $\nu_\beta$ mode, it is sensitive to the coordination and spin state. Its vibrational frequency is in a range of 1470–1480 cm$^{-1}$ for the six-coordinated high-spin hemin, 1490–1500 cm$^{-1}$ for the five-coordinated high-spin hemin, and 1500–1511 cm$^{-1}$ for the six-coordinated low-spin hemin. Figure 1B and 1C shows the resonance Raman (RR) and a typical SMSERS of hemin. Apparently, the two spectra have a similar profile, and the typical vibrational modes such as $\nu_\alpha$, $\nu_\beta$, $\nu_\gamma$, and $\nu_10$ are all well resolved. As the iron oxidation state marker, $\nu_\alpha$ peaks occur at 1373 and 1372 cm$^{-1}$ in the RR andSMSERS spectra, respectively, which indicates that hemin is in the oxidized state. In the SMSERS measurements of hemin of 1.4 $\times$ 10$^{-9}$ M or 4.8 $\times$ 10$^{-11}$ M, we observed spectral fluctuations, blinking, and final quantized single-step photobleaches of the Raman spectra, the typical signatures of measurements at the single-molecule detection limit, although we cannot rule out the possibility that some observed hot spots may contain multiple molecules. One set of the time-dependent SMSERS recorded from a single hot spot is shown in Figure 2. SMSERS$^{43,45,53-64}$ is an ultrasensitive approach to detect individual molecules by probing its vibrational fingerprint. Compared with ensemble measurements, the typical characteristics of the SMSERS are the fluctuations of vibrational frequency and intensity as well as the relatively narrowed Raman peaks.$^{59,65-67}$ The origin of the fluctuations have been attributed to the interaction changes and fluctuations at the molecule–substrate interface.$^{51,65,67-70}$

The interaction fluctuations include surface work function fluctuation of substrates, electron transfer occurrences, molecule motions, and conformational changes. In Figure 2A, four spectra are shown as a zoom-in view of a spectral fluctuation trajectory (Figure 2B) to illuminate the spectra fluctuation evolution profile of vibrational mode $\nu_\alpha$, the oxidation state marker of the iron center. Obviously, with a time scale of about 80 s, the $\nu_\alpha$ peak shifts from 1372 to 1358 cm$^{-1}$, which indicates that the hemin molecule shifts from the oxidized state to the reduced state, considering that the frequency of $\nu_\alpha$ has been reported in a range of $\sim$1368–1377 cm$^{-1}$ for the ferric state and $\sim$1344–1364 cm$^{-1}$ for the ferrous state.$^{51}$

To get more information about the redox reaction at the hemin–Ag interface, on the basis of the data in Figure 2, we chose modes $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$, which are sensitive to the redox state change and according molecular structure changes, to calculate the Raman spectrum mean trajectories (Figure 3A). Unambiguously, both $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ peaks show strong fluctuation with averaged amplitudes $\sim$10 to 15 cm$^{-1}$. As the iron oxidation state marker, $\nu_4$ clearly fluctuates between oxidized state and reduced state and also presents possible intermediate states. Here, the intermediate states refer to the states where the charge is just polarized or partially transferred at the molecule–metal interface.$^{73}$

At the molecule–metal interface, charge transfer events are typically complex. For a molecule–metal junction, due to the induced dipole at the interface, charge delocalization and vibrational reorganization can occur at the nanocontact.$^{74,75}$ For example, electron transfer at the Cu(100)/tetracyano-p-quinodimethane (electron acceptor) interface leads to substantial structural rearrangements on both the organic and metallic sides.$^{76}$ The charge transfer at the molecule–metal interface has been identified to be originated from subtle and complex cumulative effects of (i) metal to molecule charge transfer, (ii) back charge transfer from molecule to metal, which results from a strong hybridization of deep-lying occupied molecular orbitals, and (iii) strong geometric distortions of the molecule.$^{77}$ It has also been demonstrated that the Ag substrate contributes to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of 3,4,9,10-pyrene-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (PTCDA), and the metal–molecule hybrid character was proved at the PTCDA–Ag interface.$^{78}$

For the hemin–Ag system, the charge transfer is evidenced by the fluctuation profile of $\nu_4$ (Figure 3A). The spectrum mean trajectories record the single electron-transfer events between hemin molecule and silver NP surface. The charge transfer at the hemin–Ag interface revealed by our SMSERS measurements is consistent with the results from previously reported ensemble-averaged SERS measurements.$^{29}$ For example, a partial electron transfer from the Ag surface to the heme group (an analogue of hemin) of protein oxyhemoglobin was identified by observing a Raman vibrational mode $\nu_4$ frequency decrease of 5 cm$^{-1}$ from RR to SERS.$^{79}$

To probe the single-molecule charge transfer dynamics at the hemin–Ag interface, we have analyzed the fluctuation trajectories of vibrational mode $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ by calculating the auto-correlation function (ACF) from the Raman spectral mean trajectories (Figure 3B and 3C). The fluctuation constants of the correlation functions are deduced to be 0.033 ± 0.001 and 0.038 ± 0.001 s$^{-1}$, respectively. This is consistent with the previously reported slow fluctuation of the SMSERS.$^{63,69}$ We
Figure 3. Statistical analysis of Raman spectra mean of oxidation state marker $\nu_4$ and spin and coordination marker $\nu_5$. (A) Raman spectra mean fluctuation profile of mode $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ for 80 consecutive spectra. Here, we use 20 s/spectrum as the optimized integration time to decrease the possibilities of Raman blinking for the subsequent correlation analysis and obtaining the charge transfer dynamics. (B and C) Autocorrelation function decay profiles of spectrum mean trajectories of $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$; the fluctuation constants are deduced to be 1.5 and 1.3, respectively. (D) 2D-cross-correlation mapping of the spectrum mean trajectories of $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ for the 80 Raman spectra. Obviously, the fluctuation of $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ is correlated or anticorrelated from time to time, implying that the inhomogeneous spin states (or coordination) change during the redox reaction.

also carried out a 2D regional cross-correlation analysis to between $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ (Figure 3D), and we observed that, with $\nu_4$ fluctuating between two redox states, $\nu_5$ shows correlation or anticorrelation with $\nu_4$. Previously, ensemble-averaged SERS measurements of hemin indicated complex correlation between $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$.46,48 The complexity is due to the different spin states and coordination of Fe(II) products under different experimental conditions. In our single-molecule measurements, we observed that the correlation between $\nu_4$ and $\nu_5$ fluctuates with time, which reflects the structural changes (such as spin states and coordination changes) during the redox reaction, although we cannot rule out some possibilities of the nanoscale gradient-field perturbation effect.45 Nevertheless, both modes are sensitive to the redox state changes of the single hemin molecules. On the other hand, the correlation or anticorrelation analyses reveal more detailed information such as rate of the redox reaction. The correlation or anticorrelation of two specific modes, which are the oxidation state marker and the spin state (and coordination) marker, most likely reflects the real rate of the redox reaction. The fluctuation profile of $\nu_5$ could be a response in molecular structure or conformational changes to the oxidation state change. We calculate the 1D cross-correlation of the first 50 spectra. A well-defined cross-correlation function (see Supporting Information, Figure S1) is obtained, and the decay rate is fitted to be 0.011 s$^{-1}$, which is much slower than the fluctuation rate of $\nu_2$ ($0.033$ s$^{-1}$) or $\nu_3$ ($0.038$ s$^{-1}$) alone. This is because some fluctuation events in the $\nu_2$ or $\nu_3$ trajectory most likely involve partial charge transfer (or charge reorganization) events but not complete charge transfer events. For an electron to transfer completely across the interface, more activation energy is needed compared with the charge delocalization or polarization process. From the reaction rate, we estimate that a single charge-transfer event rate constant is about 0.011 s$^{-1}$ (i.e., the time scale

\[ k = A \exp(-E_a/RT) \]  

where $k$ is the rate constant, $A$ is the pre-exponential factor, $E_a$ is the activation energy, $R$ is the constant, and $T$ is absolute temperature. Taking the pre-exponential factor ($A$) with a normal range ($10^{10} \sim 10^{14}$ s$^{-1}$), we get the activation energy in a range of 68.2 $\sim$ 85.3 kJ/mol, i.e., 0.7 to 0.8 eV for the redox reaction at the hemin–Ag interface. This value is close to the reported 0.3 to 0.5 eV for one-electron transfer from the Fermi level of the aluminum surface to the adsorbed oxygen molecule.82 There is also a possibility that oxidation of the Ag NP surfaces, from exposure to the air, may raise the actual surface work function energy of the hemin–Ag interfaces. Furthermore, the Ag NP surface is highly heterogeneous at nanoscale, and there must be a significant inhomogeneity of the surface work function energy distribution, which supports a qualitative but not necessarily quantitative comparison of the Ag surface work function energy to the interfacial self-exchange electron transfer activation energy.

Single-molecule spectroelectrochemistry is an effective technique to probe the redox states of molecules.83–85 As a control measurement, the single-molecule redox reaction at the hemin–Ag interface is further evaluated by the spectroelectrochemistry correlated with SMERS measurements (The typical setup is shown in Figure 4A). On the basis of the ensemble-averaged cyclic voltammogram (Figure 4B), an overpotential of 0.5 or $-0.5$ V, which is far beyond the redox formal potential of hemin, is applied in the single-molecule experiments to keep a hemin molecule in the oxidized state or reduced state, respectively. Figure 4C shows two single-molecule Raman spectral mean
trajectories of vibrational mode $\nu_4$ under reverse potential. Apparently, at the single-molecule level, the hemin molecule can sense the positive or negative electric field and shows a high probability to stay in an oxidized or reduced state, respectively. This observation is consistent with the ensemble-averaged measurements that indicate that $\nu_4$ shifts from $1370 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ to $1360 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ when the hemin molecules are reduced under the negative overpotential. Nevertheless, we observed significant fluctuations of the redox state self-exchanges of single-molecule hemin on the Ag NP surface by the Raman spectral mean trajectories under either positive or negative overpotentials, i.e., single-molecule hemins have a measurable probability of switching to the opposite redox state, although the single-molecule hemin stays predominately in a redox state under a specific overpotential. We calculate the probability distribution of the single-molecule Raman spectral means of mode $\nu_4$ under $+0.5 \text{ V}$ and $-0.5 \text{ V}$ overpotentials (Figure 5). For both cases of with and without overpotential control, the Raman mean distributions are Gaussian-like. Under the overpotential of $0.5 (-0.5) \text{ V}$, the distribution is dominated by the oxidized or reduced state, evidenced by the first moment of the distribution being $1375$ or $1357 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, respectively. For the case of without potential control, the first moment of the distribution is $1365 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, which implies that neither oxidized or reduced state is dominant, and that the single molecule fluctuates between oxidized states, reduced states, and possible intermediate states, i.e., electron partially transferred or polarized states. Consequently, the distribution only shows one peak.

Fluctuation dynamics of the SMSERS, in recent years, has been extensively studied for various systems, and the origin of the fluctuation has been attributed to the interaction changes and fluctuations at the molecule–substrate interface, thermal effect, and isotopic effects. The interaction fluctuations, as we have mentioned previously, include surface work function fluctuation of substrates, electron transfer occurrences, molecule motions, and conformational changes. If the isotopic effect is treated as a rare and special event, we suggest that the most common and primary driving force of the fluctuation is the thermal effect because all the interaction changes at the molecule–metal interface could be driven by thermal fluctuation under our experimental conditions. It has been demonstrated that the strong spectral fluctuation at hot spots could be effectively eliminated by lowering the local temperature of the samples to generate very stable Raman spectra for the nonbonding molecules. Also, thermally induced orientation and chemistry are proved to be the root cause of the single-molecule Raman blinking. On the basis of the above demonstrations, our understanding, and our control experiment (see Supporting Figure 4. (A) Schematic of the homemade electrochemical cell coupled with confocal Raman microscopy. (B) Cyclic voltammogram of 0.43 $\mu$/M hemin molecules adsorbed on the Ag NP-coupled ITO surface. (C) Fluctuation profiles of the Raman spectral mean of mode $\nu_4$ under $+0.5 \text{ V}$ and $-0.5 \text{ V}$ at the single-molecule level. The applied potentials are enough to keep the single hemin molecule in an oxidized state or reduced state. Although the frequency still shows fluctuation in both cases, it indicates the dominant states.

Figure 5. Probability distributions for the spectra mean of mode $\nu_4$ with and without potential at the single-molecule level. The clearly observed frequency shift indicates the dominant oxidation state of the single hemin molecules.
Information, Figure S2), we propose a model to describe the thermally induced single-molecule redox reaction at the molecule—metal interface (Figure 6). From the autocorrelation and cross-correlation analyses, we suggest that two kinds of thermal effects, including a fast component (deduced from autocorrelation function) and a slow component (deduced from correlation function), are the main driving forces of the fluctuation dynamics of the hemin—Ag NP system. The redox reaction could be driven by the slow thermal fluctuation but is perturbed by the fast fluctuation (Figure 6). Without potential control, the hemin molecule shows jumping between reduced state and oxidized state as observed from the experimental data in Figure 3A. With potential control (such as 0.5 V and −0.5 V), the hemin molecule will show more possibility to stay in the oxidized state or reduced state due to the tilted energy barrier. We suggest that the fast component of the thermal effect, which is shown as small wiggling on the surface potential, is the driving force for the spectra mean shift of several wavenumbers, and physically it only induces the polarization of the charge or partial charge transfer at the molecule—metal interface. Furthermore, the slow component of the thermal effect, which is shown as large wiggling on the surface potential, is the driving force for a complete charge transfer event between Ag and the hemin molecule. It is shown as a large shift (at least 10 cm−1) in the Raman spectra mean in Figure 3A. The suggestion of thermally induced single-electron charge transfer at the hemin—Ag interface is also consistent with the ensemble-averaged measurements of the interfacial ET study of heme proteins, in which the thermal fluctuation is demonstrated to be the main factor that determines the ET rates.86 Moreover, our results can also be supported by a theoretical study which indicates charge fluctuations at the molecule—metal interface even without biased potential.87

The ground-state charge transfer at the hemin—Ag interface described here is different from the charge-transfer enhancement factor in SERS.88 According to a unified expression of SERS,88 surface plasmon resonance, charge-transfer resonance at the metal—molecule interface, and an allowed molecule resonance contribute to the polarizability tensor of the molecule—metal system. As in the Herzberg—Teller effect, charge-transfer resonance at the metal—molecule interface means vibronic coupling and electron exchange between the metallic excited states and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) under laser illumination. The “hot” excited metallic electrons oscillate at the metal—molecule interface and can only stay at the anion surface potential surface for several femtoseconds.89 Therefore, this charge-transfer term in SERS enhancement involves an excited state and electronic transient process without nuclear coordinate change. It is clearly different from the ground-state charge transfer events at the hemin—Ag interfaces that can be time-resolved on a seconds time scale and are involved in significant nuclear coordinate changes. Furthermore, the demonstrated ground-state charge transfer events naturally exist at the hemin—Ag interfaces (This can also be evidenced by the ground-state electric interactions between hemin and Ag NPs measured in the absorption spectra; see Supporting Information, Figure S3). However, only when the laser frequency matches the energy difference between the metallic Fermi level and molecular LUMO does the charge-transfer term in the SERS enhancement start to become a prominent factor. Although ground-state charge transfer may also make a minor contribution to the SERS enhancement, the signal enhancement is probably not detectable without additional electromagnetic enhancement.90

The thermal fluctuation-induced single-electron redox reaction at the molecule—metal interface is most likely a general phenomenon if the molecule has energetically accessible orbitals in terms of the metal Fermi level. This concept has been further demonstrated by using electrochemical STM to adjust the Fermi level of the metal substrate and directly monitor the molecule oxidation state change by nanoscale imaging (Figure 7). As a control experiment, Co(II) phthalocyanine (CoPc), which has a molecular structure quite similar to that of hemin but has a much flatter molecular structure for an STM study, is investigated in real time to probe the single-molecule redox reaction. As shown in Figure 7, under a reduction potential of 0.1 V SCE (the reduction peak is located at 0.15 V SCE in cyclic voltammetry), some CoPc molecules show changes in their oxidation states indicated by the bright—dark switching of their image contrast. The bright—dark switching of molecular imaging contrast implies that the d3 orbital of Co2+ releases or captures one additional electron from the Au substrate in nature. This is consistent with previous reports on other molecules.91,92 Here, we note that the possibility of molecule adsorption—desorption as a cause for contrast change is ruled out because the pits in the molecular matrix are not completely empty, i.e., the faded contrast is due to molecule oxidation state change but not to molecule dissociation from the sites.

(SM)ERS combined single-molecule spectroelectrochemistry presented here is a unique technique for probing the single-molecule charge transfer events and dynamics at the molecule—metal interface without an applied biased potential. If this
technique is combined with AFM/STM measurements, such as our reported site-specific AFM-correlated Raman spectroscopy,12,70,93 it will have high spatial resolution, be more powerful, and can be applied to many other research fields such as photocatalysis and bioremediation. On the other hand, although it is difficult to probe the ultrafast dynamics at the single-molecule level, if this approach is combined with ensemble-averaged femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy,84 it may be able to obtain additional dynamical information such as high-resolution multidimensional structural information on the time scale of molecular vibrations (10 fs to 1 ps).

■ CONCLUSION

The ground-state single-electron charge transfer dynamics at the hemin–Ag NP interface has been investigated by using SSMERS and spectroelectrochemistry. The electron transfer at the hemin–Ag interface is evidenced by the prominent shift of a specific Raman mode, νspa, which is a typical marker of the oxidation state of the iron center in hemin. The fluctuation dynamics of the Raman spectra has been quantitatively investigated by autocorrelation and cross-correlation function analysis. On the basis of the data analysis, combined with the single-molecule spectroelectrochemistry control measurements, we suggest that the single-molecule redox reaction at the hemin–Ag interface is primarily driven by thermal fluctuation. The ground-state single-electron charge transfer events at the hemin–Ag NP interface naturally exist, and they are different from the photodriven charge-transfer enhancement factor in SERS. This work reveals a real-time picture of the charge transfer dynamics at the molecule–metal interface without a strong electric field. Our new information is relevant for a further understanding, design, and manipulation of the charge transfer processes at molecule–metal interfaces or metal–molecule–metal junctions, which are fundamental elements in single-molecule electronics, catalysis, and solar energy conversion.
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